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Anno Dracula Johnny Alucard
Paul, a young academic composing a thesis about the end of the world, and his
girlfriend Hazel, a potter, have come to the tiny English village of Alder for the
summer. Their idea of a rural retreat gradually sours as the laws of nature begin
to break down around them. The village, swollen by an annual rock festival of
cataclysmic proportions, prepares to reap a harvest of horror.
Rome 1959. Along the Via Veneto, the living and the dead enjoy la dolce vita, as
the vampires, intellectuals, conspirators, jet-setters and swindlers of Europe
gather in an endless round of indulgence and gaiety, dancing giddily to the music
of the Dracula Cha Cha Cha. The Vampire King, in Italian exile, is to be married
to a Moldavian princess, and rumours circulate that his wedding will be the first
move in a campaign to return him to his position as Lord of the Undead and a
power in the world. In the eternal city, three corpses in the Fontana di Trevi lead
three vampire women towards the destinies of their hearts. A flamboyant
murderer stalks the elder vampires of the city, perhaps intent on wrecking the
Royal Marriage; an undead British secret agent with a license to kill is swept up
in a titanic conflict with the supernatural agents of SMERSH; a living American
opportunist sees a way of surviving as a parasite upon the dead; and a creature
older even than Count Dracula is awakened to decide the fates of lovers and
monsters. From the author of ANNO DRACULA and THE BLOODY RED BARON
comes this novel of horror and mystery, romance and intrigue.
The stunning new novel starring the superpowered Amy Thomsett from the
acclaimed author of Anno Dracula Of course, Drearcliff Grange School was
haunted. Amy Thomsett - the girl who flies on moth wings - is confident she can
solve any mystery, sleuth out any secret and defy any dark force. With her
friends in the Moth Club she travels to London to take part in the Great Game, a
contest of skill against other institutes of learning. In a nightmare, and in the
cellars of a house in Piccadilly, Amy glimpses a spectre who might have dogged
her all her life, the Broken Doll. Wherever the limping ghost is seen, terror strikes.
And the lopsided, cracked-face, glass-eyed creature might well be the most
serious threat the Moth Club have ever faced.
The new novel in the acclaimed alternate history vampire series from Kim
Newman. "Compulsory reading... glorious" Neil Gaiman on Anno Dracula It is the
eve of the new millennium, and the vampire princess Christina Light is throwing a
party in Daikaiju Plaza - a building in the shape of a giant mechanical dragon - in
Tokyo, attended by the leaders of the worlds of technology, finance, culture and
innovation. After a century overshadowed by the malign presence of Dracula,
Christina decrees the inauguration of an Age of Light. The world is connected as
never before by technology, and conquests have been made in cyberspace that
mark out new nations of the living and the undead. But the party is crashed by
less enlightened souls, intent on ensuring that the brave new world dies before it
can come to fruition. The distinguished guests are held hostage by cyberpunk
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terrorists, yakuza assassins and Transylvanian mercenaries. Vampire schoolgirl
Nezumi - sword-wielding agent of the Diogenes Club - finds herself alone, pitted
against the world's deadliest creatures. Thrown out of the party, she must fight
her way back up through a building that seems designed to destroy her in a
thousand ways. Can Nezumi survive past midnight? Can the hopes of a shining
world?
A week after Mother found her sleeping on the ceiling, Amy Thomsett is delivered
to her new school, Drearcliff Grange in Somerset. Although it looks like a regular
boarding school, Amy learns that Drearcliff girls are special, the daughters of
criminal masterminds, outlaw scientists and master magicians. Several of the
pupils also have special gifts like Amy’s, and when one of the girls in her
dormitory is abducted by a mysterious group in black hoods, Amy forms a secret,
superpowered society called the Moth Club to rescue their friend. They soon
discover that the Hooded Conspiracy runs through the School, and it's up to the
Moth Club to get to the heart of it.
When Aubrey, a young Englishman, meets a mysterious man from London high
society, Lord Ruthven, they become unlikely friends. Shortly after, Aubrey
decides to accompany the noble on a trip to Rome. However, when a moral
disagreement arises between the two, Aubrey decides to leave Ruthven in
Rome, and goes off on his own. Arriving in Greece, Aubrey meets Ianthe, and the
two share an immediate connection. After sharing stories and an evening
together, Aubrey and Ianthe part ways for the night. However, after a devastating
turn of events, Aubrey and Ruthven reunite, and Aubrey, ready to leave Greece
behind, is happy to travel with the older man once again. But as they continue
their travels, Aubrey slowly begins to notice Ruthven’s odd behavior. After even
more consideration, Aubrey realizes a shocking pattern—nearly everyone that
Ruthven comes in close contact to meets an untimely end. Afraid of his newly
acquired knowledge, Aubrey attempts to distance himself from the suspicious
man, though he is forced to reconsider his efforts when Ruthven expresses intent
to marry Aubrey’s sister. First published under Lord Byron’s name, The
Vampyre rose to immediate commercial success. However, though he was
inspired by a discarded piece of Lord Bryon’s work, both authors have since
admitted that John William Polidori was the true writer of The Vampyre.
Considered to be the first work of vampire fiction, The Vampyre had an immense
role in shaping vampires as literary figures, influencing the canonical rules of
vampires that many still follow today. First published in 1819, Polidori’s The
Vampyre remains to be a thrilling and spooky read centuries later, and has since
inspired both film and theater adaptations. With mystery and eerie suspense,
Polidori’s work is an extraordinary example of 19th century gothic horror. This
edition of The Vampyre by John William Polidori features a striking new cover
design and is printed in a font that is both modern and readable. With these
accommodations, The Vampyre caters to a contemporary audience while
preserving the original innovation of John William Polidori’s work.
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When Anne Nielson, an American journalist, travels to London to investigate the
death of her sister Judi, she finds herself sucked into her nightmarish world of
corruption and perversion, populated by dealers, pimps, sadomasochists and a
vampire race that feasts on their victims' dreams. At the centre of this sickly web
lurks the Games Master. Something more and something less than a man, the
closer Anne draws to his domain the more she endangers herself and everyone
she knows, and soon she will learn that the Games Master is not just a name,
and when he plays, he plays for keeps. An updated edition of the critically
acclaimed novel, featuring the short story 'Orgy of the Blood Parasites' and a
brand-new afterword by Kim Newman.
After the death of his half brother, Stefan, at the hands of Vlad Tsepesh--also
known as Dracula--and after the destruction of his vampire father, Arkady, also at
the hands of Vlad, Abraham van Helsing has traveled the world slaying many
vampires. With every vampire he destroys, Bram becomes stronger and Vlad
weaker, and soon Bram hopes he will be able to finally kill the fearsome vampire
who has kept the Tsepesh family enslaved through a centuries-old blood ritual.
But a desperate Vlad and his vampire great-niece, Zsuzanna, summon help from
the most powerful, brutal, and beautiful vampire of all--Countess Elizabeth of
Bathory. Bram learns of their plot to destroy him, and makes his own move to
strike out at Vlad before Vlad can put him to death. He teams up with a
courageous band of humans as he hunts Vlad--including Mina Harker and John
Seward--and they finally succeed in killing the head of the Tsepesh clan, just as
Bram Stoker foretold in Dracula. But the terror does not end with the death of
Vlad, for there is another force that drives Vlad, Zsuzanna, Elizabeth and all the
vampires, an ancient entity more evil than anything Bram has ever encountered:
the Lord of the Vampires. And for Bram to defeat this dark lord, he must once
again risk losing his very soul, to save not only his family, but humanity as well. In
her final book in The Diaries of the Family Dracul trilogy, Jeanne Kalogridis
brilliantly melds her own fascinating story of the Tsepesh family with that of Bram
Stoker's classic, Dracula. Told in diary form like the first two books and Stoker's
own chilling tale, LORD OF THE VAMPIRES reveals the dark, startling truths
behind the original Dracula.
Deep in the shadows under the Paris Opera House resides Erik the Phantom,
mysteriously enduring through the decades as the mastermind behind a strange
and secret agency. A revolving door of female agents are charged by wealthy
Parisians and the French Government to investigate crimes and misdemeanours
they would prefer to keep out of the public eye. The toxic underbelly of Paris is
exposed by Erik’s tenacious women operatives as they confront horror and
corruption throughout the city. But it is one dreadful murder during the 1910
Great Flood of Paris that brings Irene Adler, Kate Reed and others together for a
final, deadly confrontation.
Three of James Ellroy's most gripping crime novels featuring Lieutenant Dudley
Smith in one volume. The Big Nowhere: In 1950s LA three men are drawn into
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the shadow of communist witch hunts and violent killings that force each one to
confront his own personal darkness. But none is prepared for the maelstrom that
awaits them. LA Confidential: LA Christmas 1951. Six prisoners are beaten
senseless in their cells by cops crazed on alcohol. For the three LAD cops
involved, it will expose the guilty secrets on which they built their corrupt and
voilent careers. White Jazz: LAPD Lieutenant Dave Klein made the mean streets
he works on mean. But now the FBI are out to get the cops who murder, bribe
and beat to serve their corrupt careers and Klein is hung out as bait. Big fish leap
at his throat - racketeers, narcotic kings and scum with skeletons they would kill
to keep hidden. Three of the most epic and powerful crime novels ever written,
this volume is an explosive journey through the dark side of recent American
history, and crime writing at its best.
“There are no vampires in Japan. That is the position of the Emperor. The
Emperor is wrong...” In 1899 Geneviève Dieudonné travels to Japan with a group
of vampires exiled from Great Britain by Prince Dracula. They are allowed to
settle in Y?kai Town, the district of Tokyo set aside for Japan’s own vampires, an
altogether strange and less human breed than the nosferatu of Europe. Yet it is
not the sanctuary they had hoped for, as a vicious murderer sets vampire against
vampire, and Y?kai Town is revealed to be more a prison than a refuge.
Geneviève and her undead comrades will be forced to face new enemies and the
horrors hidden within the Temple of One Thousand Monsters…
A brand new edition of Life's Lottery - an exciting speculative fiction novel that
invites the reader to assume the role of the protagonist! A role-playing novel that
reveals how small decisions can have monumental consequences. If you choose
the right possibilities you may live a long happy life, or be immensely rich, or
powerful, or win the lottery. If you make other choices you may become a
murderer, die young, make every mistake possible, or make no impression on life
at all. The choice is yours.
A critical analysis of the horror movie genre, focusing on modern films and
reviewing hundreds of famous and obscure movies
First published in the year 1909, the present novel 'The Lady of the Shroud' by
Bram Stoker is an epistolary novel, narrated in the first person via letters and
diary extracts from various characters, but mainly Rupert. The initial sections,
leading up to the reading of the uncle's will, told by other characters, suggest that
Rupert is the black sheep of the family, and the conditions of having to live in the
castle in the Blue Mountains for a year before he can permanently inherit the
unexpectedly large million-pound estate suggest the uncle is somehow testing
the heir.
Ripped from the pages of Empire magazine, the first collection of film critic, film
historian and novelist Kim Newman’s reviews of the best and worst B movies.
Some of the cheapest, trashiest, goriest and, occasionally, unexpectedly good
films from the past 25 years are here, torn apart and stitched back together again
in Kim’s unique style. Everything you want to know about DTV hell is here. Enter
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if you dare.
Written by award-winning novelist Kim Newman, this is a brand-new edition, with
additional 40,000 word never-before-seen novella, of the popular third installment
of the Anno Dracula series, Dracula Cha Cha Cha. Rome. 1959. Count Dracula
is about to marry the Moldavian Princess Asa Vajda - his sixth wife. Journalist
Kate Reed flies into the city to visit the ailing Charles Beauregard and his
vampire companion Geneviève. Finding herself caught up in the mystery of the
Crimson Executioner who is bloodily dispatching vampire elders in the city, Kate
discovers that she is not the only one on his trail...
Welcome to the City made from a dream. But this isn’t any dream; it is the dark and
haunting nightmare of a killer. It is the near future and old-fashioned movies, or
“flatties”, have been replaced by Dreams, virtual reality scenarios written by
professional Dreamers. When infamous criminal Truro Daine escapes imprisonment, he
flees into the City, an artificial world of his own creation, where he rules as the allpowerful Night Mayor. Now, detective Dreamer Tom Tunney and Susan Bishopric,
author of romance Dreams, must join forces to track him down. But how do you hunt
the Night Mayor in a city populated by a dense crowd of strangely familiar characters,
where it’s always two-thirty in the morning, shots never kill and the creator is
omnipresent in every drop of falling rain…?
ABOUT THIS BOOK... In 1961, Derek Leech emerges fully formed from the polluted
River Thames, destined to found a global media empire. In 1978, three ambitious
young men strike a deal with Leech. They are offered wealth, glamour, and success,
but a price must be paid. In 1994, Leech's purpose moves to its conclusion, and as the
men struggle, they realize to truth of the ultimate price.
Zach Barrows is a cocky, ambitious White House employee until he's abruptly
transferred out and partnered with Nathaniel Cade, a secret agent sworn to protect the
president. But Cade is no ordinary civil servant. Bound 140 years ago by a special
blood oath, Nathanial Cade is a vampire. On the orders of the president he defends the
nation against enemies far stranger-and even more dangerous-than civilians like Zach
could ever imagine.
This Scottish-based tale for adults offers a pregnant heroine who must rescue the man
who seduced her in the woods from his captor, the Fairie Queen.
A collection of short stories featuring the supernatural adventures of the titular club, a
secret wing of the British government established to deal with extraordinary threats to
the realm.
THE HOTLY ANTICIPATED BRAND-NEW ADDITION TO THE CRITICALLY
ACCLAIMED ANNO DRACULA SERIES! Award-winning author Kim Newman takes the
series stateside to Andy Warhol's New York and Orson Welles' Hollywood. It's 1976
and vampire reporter Kate Reed is on the set of Francis Ford Coppola's Dracula. She
helps a young vampire boy, Ion Popescu, who then leaves Transylvania for America. In
the States, Popescu becomes Johnny Pop and attaches himself to Andy Warhol,
inventing a new drug which confers vampire powers on its users...
1989... One of the two superpowers which has dominated the 20th century is on the
verge of being torn apart. The old communists regime which has held sway since the
Revolution of 1917 is weak and divided. Dissident voices, silent for too long, have been
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raised against the corrupt and inefficient gangsterism of a morally and financially
bankrupt ruling party. A new age of openness and reconstruction is dawning... This is
the United Socialist States of America. When Eugene Debs led the Revolution, few
expected it to lead to the iron-fisted regime of Chairman Al "Scarface" Capone, a
dictatorship that would last into the 1950s. But no tyranny, capitalist or communists, can
stop real revolutionaries like Buddy Holy, Howard Hughes, Tom Joad, Eliot Ness, Kurt
Vonnegut, andthe Blues Brothers. This is the story of 20th century where America had
a revolution... and Russia didn't; where there were Tsars in the Kremlin and
Commissars in the White House. Where America invaded Japan and Britain fought the
war in Vietnam; where Isaac Asimov was a Russian TV astrologer and Ed Gein was a
Hero of Labor. Kim Newman and Eugene Byrne turn history on its head with this novel
of "what if...?" -- a must-read for Proletariats world-wide!
Back by popular demand! The omnibus edition of Jack Yeovil's four classic Vampire
Genevieve novels: Drachenfels, Genevieve Undead, Beasts in Velvet and Silver Nails.
While Graf von Dracula commands the German army and Baron von Richthofen
spreads terror in the skies during World War I, a resurrected Edgar Allan Poe is
commissioned by the Germans to write a fabulous biography of the Red Baron
The classic volume of cult film criticism, now brought completely up-to-date
'Encyclopaedic, insightful, and entertaining - no bookshelf should be without Newman's
frighteningly readable Nightmare Movies' Mark Kermode
Having discovered the double identity of the wealthy Transylvanian nobleman, Count
Dracula, a small group of people vow to rid the world of the evil vampire.
With his signature wit, the award-winning author of Anno Dracula, Kim Newman,
reimagines the lives of Raymond Chandler and Boris Karloff in this daring and horrifying
tale. 'If more mysteries were written like this, I’d read more mysteries.' - Grady Hendrix,
author of The Final Girl Support Group Hollywood, the late 1930s. Raymond Chandler
writes detective stories for pulp magazines, and drinks more than he should. Boris
Karloff plays monsters in the movies. Together, they investigate mysterious matters in a
town run by human and inhuman monsters. Joh Devlin, an investigator for the DA’s
office who scores high on insubordination, enlists the pair to work a case that threatens
to expose Hollywood’s most horrific secrets. Together they will find out more than they
should about the way this town works. And about each other. And, oh yes, monsters
aren’t just for the movies.
When William Came: A Story of London Under the Hohenzollerns is a novel written by
the British author Saki and published in November 1913.
As the world's most beautiful and stylish folks descend on Rome at the turn of the
decade, the king of vampires takes a new bride, but the celebrations will be dampened
by the arrival of a vampire killer who will prove that even the undead can be slain.
Reprint. 19,000 first printing.
Elements of Tidal-Electric Engineering is poised to take advantage of renewed interest
in Tidal-Electric Power Generation.
Imagine the twisted evil twins of Holmes and Watson and you have the dangerous duo
of Prof. James Moriarty - wily, snake- like, fiercely intelligent, unpredictable - and
Colonel Sebastian 'Basher' Moran - violent,politically incorrect, debauched. Together
they run London crime, owning police and criminals alike. Unravelling mysteries -- all
for their own gain. A spin-off from Titan's highly successful Further Adventures of
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Sherlock Holmes series, The Hound of the D'Urbervilles sees acclaimed novelist Kim
Newman (Anno Dracula) take on the fiendish Professor Moriarty.
Imagines a world where Dracula survives his encounters with Dr. John Seward and
enslaves Victorian England, emerging decades later in 1980s America to sink his fangs
into such rich and famous targets as Andy Warhol and Orson Welles.
Anno Dracula 1976-1991Johnny AlucardTitan Books
Ten tales of the ghastly and the macabre by award-winning author Kim Newman (Anno
Dracula, Bloody Red Baron). Stories include: "A Drug on the Market," "Tomorrow
Town," "The Original Dr Shade," "Famous Monsters," and "Organ Donors."
"Kim Newman's Anno Dracula is back in print, and we must celebrate. It was the first
mash-up of literature, history and vampires, and now, in a world in which vampires are
everywhere, it's still the best, and its bite is just as sharp. Compulsory reading,
commentary, and mindgame: glorious." - Neil Gaiman "Politics, horror, and romance
are woven together in this brilliantly imagined and realized novel. Newman's prose is a
delight, his attention to detail is spellbinding." - Time Out “Stephen King assumes we
hate vampires; Anne Rice makes it safe to love them, because they hate themselves.
Kim Newman suspects that most of us live with them… Anno Dracula is the definitive
account of that post-modern species, the self-obsessed undead.” - New York Times
“Anno Dracula will leave you breathless... one of the most creative novels of the year.”
- Seattle Times “Powerful... compelling entertainment... a fiendishly clever banquet of
dark treats.” - San Francisco Chronicle 'A ripping yarn, an adventure romp of the best
blood, and a satisfying… read' - Washington Post Book World "The most
comprehensive, brilliant, dazzlingly audacious vampire novel to date. 'Ultimate' seems
an apt description... Anno Dracula is at once playful, horrific, intelligent, and revelatory."
- Locus "A marvelous marriage of political satire, melodramatic intrigue, gothic horror,
and alternative history. Not to be missed." - The Independent "Once you start reading
this Victorian-era thriller, you will not be satiated until you reach the end." - Ain't It Cool
"Anno Dracula is the smart, hip Year Zero of the vampire genre's ongoing revolution." Paul McAuley "Kim Newman brings Dracula back home in the granddaddy of all
vampire adventures. Anno Dracula couldn't be more fun if Bram Stoker had scripted it
for Hammer. It's a beautifully constructed Gothic epic that knocks almost every other
vampire novel out for the count." - Christopher Fowler "The most interesting take on the
Dracula story... to date. Recommending this one to all those that love Dracula and
historical fiction!" - RexRobotReviews -- It is 1888 and Queen Victoria has remarried,
taking as her new consort Vlad Tepes, the Wallachian Prince infamously known as
Count Dracula. Peppered with familiar characters from Victorian history and fiction, the
novel follows vampire Geneviève Dieudonné and Charles Beauregard of the Diogenes
Club as they strive to solve the mystery of the Ripper murders. Anno Dracula is a rich
and panoramic tale, combining horror, politics, mystery and romance to create a unique
and compelling alternate history. Acclaimed novelist Kim Newman explores the darkest
depths of a reinvented Victorian London. This brand-new edition of the bestselling novel
contains unique bonus material, including a new afterword from Kim Newman,
annotations, articles and alternate endings to the original novel.
A dysfunctional British nuclear family seek a new life away from the big city in the
sleepy Somerset countryside. At first their new home, The Hollow, seems to embrace
them, creating a rare peace and harmony within the family. But when the house turns
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on them, it seems to know just how to hurt them the most—threatening to destroy them
from the inside out. A stand-alone novel from acclaimed author Kim Newman.
Transylvania 1976 and the vampire Kate Reed is on the set of Francis Ford Coppola's
troubled production of "Dracula." Fallen from grace and driven from the British Empire,
the Count himself seems long gone. A relic of the past. But when Kate helps a young
vampire outcast begin a new life in America, a fresh monster is born. He reinvents
himself as Johnny Pop and makes his name selling a dangerously addictive drug that
confers vampire powers on its users. As Johnny stalks the streets of Manhattan and
Hollywood, sinking his fangs ever deeper into the zeitgeist of 1980s America, it seems
the past might not be dead after all...
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